
Carson  Daly  and  Wife  Siri
Pinter Welcome Third Child

By Ann Luther

London Rose Daly has officially arrived! Carson Daly and Siri
Pinter welcomed their third child on Wednesday, August 20th.
London Rose is joining her two older siblings, Jackson James,
5  and  Etta  Jones,  23  months.  Daly
told UsMagazine.com, “Watching Jack and Etta meet their new
sister was like watching a scene in a movie, directed by God.”
It’s a wonderful life in the Daly-Pinter household!

How do you introduce your new child to your older children?

Cupid’s Advice:
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Bringing home a new baby is both exciting and nerve-racking,
especially  if  there  is  another  child  in  the  mix.  It’s  a
delicate situation to introduce a new addition to an already-
established family dynamic. Cupid has some advice for you:

1. Explain what’s happening: For younger children, a new baby
can be hard to understand. Before the baby arrives, sit your
children down and have a talk with them. Tell them what’s
going to happen and ask if they have any questions. Knowing
what  to  expect  will  take  the  edge  off  of  their  initial
meeting.

Related Link: Carson Daly is Engaged to Longtime Girlfriend
Siri Pinter

2. Affirm your love: Jealousy happens. As a parent, you must
be sure your child knows that they are loved. You can explain
the  concept  of  infinite  love.  Even  with  this  new  bundle
arriving, you won’t love your older children any less than you
did the moment they were born.

Related Link: Christina Aguilera Welcomes a Baby Girl with
Matt Rutler

3: Make it fun: Your children are going to become big brothers
or sisters! That comes with some responsibility and a ton of
fun. Knowing that they, too, have a role in this new baby’s
life  will  make  your  children  feel  important  and  get  them
excited.

How did you introduce a new baby to your older children? Share
your stories in the comments below!
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Carson  Daly  is  Engaged  to
Longtime  Girlfriend  Siri
Pinter

By April Littleton

A  source  revealed  to  UsMagazine.com  that  Carson  Daly  is
engaged to his girlfriend of six years, Siri Pinter. Daly and
Pinter have two children together, son Jack, 3 and daughter
Etta Jones, 13 months.

How do you know when it’s the right time to get engaged?

Cupid’s Advice:

The decision to marry someone is probably the biggest one
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you’ll ever make. You might be ready to marry your significant
other, but there are a few things you need to consider before
accepting a proposal. Cupid has some tips:

1. On the same page: You and your partner want the same things
in life. You’ve talked about your future together and it’s
obvious you have similar goals. The two of you have already
agreed on where you’ll live, how many kids you want and how
long the engagement will actually be. You don’t have to agree
with your significant other on everything. After all, you’ll
have your whole lives together to figure things out, but it’s
good to be on the same page with the important aspects of your
life.

2. No secrets: You know everything there is to know about your
honey and vice versa. Having an open line of communication is
always a plus in a long-term relationship and it’s the key to
a lasting marriage.

3. You just know: When you’ve been with another person long
enough  and  you’re  genuinely  in  love  with  them,  it’s  only
fitting for you to be thinking about the next step in your
relationship. You know you have a strong connection with your
partner and you can’t see yourself with anyone else. If you’re
confident in your decision to get married, then go for it and
good luck!

How did you know it was the right time to get engaged? Share
your experience below.


